
      Join together for a celebration of  the  

   Full Moon in the sign of Leo 

                            to be held on  

Thursday the 11th August 7pm - 8.30 pm 2022 

      Aquarius Healing and Education Centre  

                154 Mt Barker Rd Stirling 

                                   Exact Full Moon time 12/8/2022 11.07am 

Everyone is welcome to attend, bring your friends. Although there is no charge for this event, donations are 

gratefully accepted in the golden bowl at the event or can be made any time at People’s Choice Credit. Account 

Union BSB 805 050 Account Name: Conscious Connection. Acct No: 2371918 holder Margaret Tscharke. There 

is a shared supper after, so if you are staying please bring some food to share. If you are able, please let us 

know if you are coming as it helps us to plan. The evening is led by myself, Janet Schwarz and hosted by Meg 

Tscharke. 

If you would like further information about this full moon or other work I do, please contact me on 

m.0400886872 or email me at skydancer8@bigpond.com or check out my website on 

www.wholisticpsychology.com.au  or on face book www.facebook.com/wholisticpsychology 

 

I’ve always had a strong  connection with the fiery enthusiasm of Leo… probably because of the fire of my sun sign 

Sagittarius. With a large number of sun events happening at the moment, its an appropriate time to remind us that the 

sun is the ruler of Leo on all levels personal , soul and spirit - Leo  being the only sign to have  the same ruler on all levels. 

Just as the sun “rules” the sky and with its light and heat and nurtures and protects our earthly realm and our solar 

system, so is the sign of Leo connected to the royalty and service in the domains of Earth. 

Leo is a big energy and is a wonderful sign to have at this time of year, for here in the southern hemisphere it is that time  

after winter when we are just beginning to be able to sense our emergence out of the watery Cancerian winter. Things 

are starting to bud and swell and the light is noticeably longer.  

The idea of Leo as the ruler particularly of our personal self, helps us to understand  the importance of the development 

of this self  (the personality as it is called in esoteric language), in our journey into integration and spiritual development. 

Many people attempt to journey into spirit without ensuring they have adequate vessels to take them where they want 

to go . Our personal self  is such a vehicle and if we have not done enough work our physical body , our feelings and our 

emotions and blended them together to make up an integrated and well-functioning  personality, we are like Icarus, likely 

to crash because he flew too near the sun in a vehicle that was not suitable. 

August the 2nd is a cross quarter feast in the pagan wheel of the year.  It is called Imbolc (ewe’s milk) and is also called 

Brigit’s Festival. In the Celtic world , large fire wheels are often rolled down hills and the hearth fires are examined for 

messages left by Brigit on Her night, for Brigit is triple goddess of many things but her special energy is of the fire and the 

sun. The cross-quarter feast marks the halfway point between the Solstices and Equinoxes so we are exactly half way 

between mid-winter and the Spring equinox. On the 24-hour clock it is equivalent to 3am -  not yet dawn but no longer is 

it the darkness of midnight. 

A good exercise at this time of year is to become aware of the growing light in nature and contemplate how we like 

nature can grow into fullness and  how we can complete and grow  the vehicle of our personal self into fullness, so we 

are able to safely  journey into the stars (Spirit). Sit in the sun or by your fire and contemplate all the gaps in your 

personality in an observational not negative way. Your soul is like your inner sun so you can imagine the sun of your soul 

protecting you and encouraging you to grow and fill all these personal gaps with its light and love. Imagine that by the 

summer solstice your goal will be realized.  

When you have completed this send the light of your soul/sun around the world and bless all dark places with Light and 

love and growth. Feel gratitude for everything especially Nature’s promise of nurturing and  growth.  

I look forward to talking more when we come together 

Love Janet 
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